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Dear Chairman Thomas:
As a Member of Congress, I write to express my concerns about the dra$ advisory c n
opinion to be considered by the Commission on Thursday, in connection with the request
submitted by Congressman Berman and Congressman Doolittle.
Our jobs as Members require us to lead on issues of public concern, anc to be fully active
and involved in the debates that affect those whom we represent From he vantage
point of our constituents, it is not always enough to say that we can be a ;tive in some
ways, and not in others. Especially when the issues are important, there must be a
compelling reason for us to be less engaged. Simply showing up at an < vent, or lending
one's name to an endorsement, is not enough. Our constituents expect of our
energies and capabilities to be directed toward their interests.
Congressman Berman and Congressman Doolittle have asked the Commission for
permissiontoparticipate fully in a critical debate that will shape the futur i of their state.
The draft response to their request would deny them the ability to do the:. While others in
the debate have secured themselves the right to participate on an unrestricted basis, the
Congressmen would be unable to lend the full weight of their support to heir side of the
issues. One wonders how others might exploit similar disparities in powjer in other future
situations.
It is not evident to me that there is a compelling reason for this outcome Here, the
requesting Congressmen do not seek to exploit or create any loophole I ) the campaign
finance laws. They do not seek to promote their own re-election campa gns through the
guise of ballot initiative activity. They seek simply to do what their cons ituenls expect
them to do, which is to lead on the issues they care about
The outcome reached by the draft opinion is not what many of us woulc have envisioned
when the Shays-Meehan legislation was debated and passed. I hope tl latthe
Commission will find some waytoaccommodate what seemstome, anjd what must
seem to many of my colleagues, to have been a reasonable request
Sincerely,
/ K - ^

Juanjra Millender-McDonald
ember of Congress
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